The Complete Salesforce
Implementation Checklist
Learn the secrets behind successfully implementing Salesforce with our
comprehensive checklist and complete your digital transformation with makepositive

Salesforce is a powerful tool that helps growing companies centralise
core functions and manage customer relationships more eﬃciently.
With a range of software options equipped for nearly any task and over
150,000 commercial users, it’s no wonder why Salesforce is the leading
CRM provider of choice. If you’re thinking about using part of (or the
entire) software suite, stay focused with a Salesforce implementation
checklist.

1) Setting objectives

Although you can use Salesforce right out of the box, the best results
are reserved for those who know how to maximise the CRM’s potential.
That’s why we’ve provided a detailed rundown of steps to help you launch
Salesforce in your workplace with maximum return on investment.

You may end up ﬁnding solutions to problems you don’t have or set
ambitious targets with improper tools. That’s why it’s vital to create a clear
set of goals as you transition to Salesforce technologies. Some early
questions to consider include:

Whether you’re simply getting started with Sales Cloud or a combination
of tools for a full digital transformation, learn everything you need to know
about getting started using our comprehensive Salesforce checklist below.
In this article, we’ll cover:

What problems does your business face?
What do you want your business to accomplish?
Where does Salesforce come into the equation?

Setting objectivesChoosing the right software to match
Identifying risks
Establishing a timeline
Measuring progress accurately
Cleansing your data
Onboarding staﬀ
Using customer feedback

Salesforce implementation checklist
There’s more to Salesforce than software; it’s also about establishing a
clear business vision and using the right tools to get you there. The CRM
platform is highly customisable and ﬂexible, so make sure you carefully
consider each of the steps in our Salesforce implementation checklist.
By the end of this guide, you’ll be able to access hidden features across
Salesforce and build a tailored solution to achieve your business goals.

Salesforce hosts a wealth of software packages, ranging from sales and
marketing to analytics and sustainability, and an AppExchange platform
providing additional integrations and features. With so many options and
conﬁgurations to choose from, it can be easy to lose focus on what you’re
trying to achieve.

These questions have signiﬁcant bearings on your ﬁnal Salesforce solution.
You ideally want to create a relationship between your current pain points,
goals and how to deploy Salesforce in between.
Some common business objectives include managing customer relationships
more eﬀectively, centralising key information and connecting front and
back-end data to automate tasks.
However, you may also want to make your marketing more impactful or
onboard staﬀ quicker. Whatever the problem, Salesforce will likely have a
solution.

How to set focused, actionable objectives
Generating speciﬁc goals and staying focused can be challenging while
managing projects with many moving parts.
Use the SMART framework to create goals that are speciﬁc, measurable,
achievable, realistic and timely. Each of these criteria ensures your project
goals are reachable, your future success is measurable and helps you make
comparisons throughout.

Using an eﬀective planning framework is important — regardless of the
speciﬁc one you use. You’ll risk losing track of your original intentions and
taking disorganised, ineﬃcient steps otherwise.
We’ll touch on things like creating a timeframe and selecting the right success
criteria in later stages. In the meantime, focus on identifying the exact
problem(s) your business faces.

2) Choosing the right software to match
With your starting point — identifying what you’re trying to achieve —
established, it’s time for the next step in our implementation checklist. How
can you comprehensively meet your goals?
Answering this question is easy enough when you only require one Salesforce
solution. For example, if you want to generate more sales revenue, Sales
Cloud would be the obvious choice. Unfortunately, the picture becomes
more complex when multiple solutions are needed.
For example, sticking with our ‘increased sales revenue’ goal, you can leverage
social media with Marketing Cloud and integrate it with Sales Cloud to follow
up on new opportunities.
Service Cloud can take you one step further, helping you to improve your
repeat revenues and brand identity by letting customers access support on
billing and quality issues post-purchase.
Most businesses ﬁnd they need a combination of software packages to
comprehensively meet their goals. That’s why Salesforce oﬀers complete
integration with each of its software solutions. Undertaking a sweeping digital
transformation to integrate a host of Salesforce software can help your
business achieve a 360º view of your customers. You can access powerful
analytics and automation tools to give you more time and insight, and focus
on what matters most to your business instead.

Want some help choosing software?
Salesforce works with a broad range of industries and sectors. If you’re
unsure about the software options available to you, check out their industry
pages for retail, tech, ﬁnancial services, non-proﬁts, and more.

3) Identifying risks
No plan is perfect, which is why having an eye on the risks of your digital
transformation is essential. We’ve compiled some common risks you should
anticipate as you implement Salesforce to help you plan workarounds if they
come up.

Going over budget
While most companies wouldn’t miss the odd penny here or there, budgetary
constraints are a pressing issue during transition projects — especially for
ﬁrms with smaller teams or tighter cash ﬂows.
Some Salesforce solutions like Sales and Service Cloud are relatively
accessible. However, others (like MuleSoft or Marketing Cloud) can be more
expensive, depending on your requirements. It’s vital, therefore, to choose a
Salesforce solution using insightful objectives and setting a budget to match.

Staﬀ under-utilising the platform and not using best practices
At the same time, you also want to maximise your return on investment from
Salesforce. Helping staﬀ to understand features best practices for each of the
software packages ensures you’ll see immediate results from your Salesforce
implementation.
Did you know that Salesforce helps address computer literacy within your
organisation by oﬀering a range of low or no-code workarounds? Apps like
MuleSoft Composer can help you tackle tech-based knowledge gaps and
create custom app solutions in just a few clicks.

Wasting time on unnecessary features
With access to powerful new Salesforce features, it can be tempting to switch
up your business strategy to try them all out. It’s crucial though to always
keep your customers at heart.
Salesforce is best at enhancing what already works for your customers. If
certain strategies like email marketing, for example, don’t resonate, it won’t
matter whether the email is sent by Salesforce or you directly.

Poor data quality

5) Measuring progress accurately

As Platinum Salesforce experts, we can’t overstate this enough: your data
matters.

Once you’ve outlined a timeline, how can you measure your progress against
it and ensure you’re on track to meet your launch deadline?

Any successful Salesforce implementation is almost entirely underpinned by
the quality and reliability of the data you’ll come to use. It is software, after all.
Seamless app integrations and staﬀ expertise all rely on clean, well-integrated
information, so it’s crucial you have a quality-assurance plan in place.

As before, your progress KPIs will be highly variable and unique to the
combination of Salesforce software you choose. Your progress with Sales
Cloud will look diﬀerent than your progress using MuleSoft or Commerce
Cloud. Here are some of our KPI recommendations you can use to measure
progress within your Salesforce implementation timeline:

We’ll return to this idea in a later section to help you understand how you can
achieve high-quality, functional data.

4) Establishing a timeline
No two businesses will launch Salesforce exactly the same. So as much as
we’d like to provide a single recommended timeline to keep you right,
generating one is impossible.
You’ll want to create a Salesforce implementation checklist of your own with
a minimally-disruptive timeline and eﬃcient plan.
Your timeline will depend on the scale of your digital transformation. If you’re
a small business using one or two Salesforce solutions, you could expect to be
ﬁnished within a month. In contrast, larger businesses and more complex
Salesforce implementations may take as long as a year to complete.
Be wary of the tasks that can lengthen your digital transformation. They
include:
Preparing your data
Training staﬀ (for example, on software best practises and the Salesforce
platforms you’ve chosen)
Completing governance and quality assurance checks in between project
stages
Software like Revenue Cloud in particular, as it takes time to transition
invoicing/billing practises among customers and suppliers.

Note that you don’t have to use any or all of these KPIs - they’re simply a
prompt to help you think about how to understand and measure progress in
your business as you use Salesforce.
Similarly, not all of these metrics should change uniformly within your
business when using Salesforce. For example, revenue and proﬁt margin
ﬁgures should go up, while case resolution time and app integration time
should go down.

6) Cleansing your data
We’ve already touched on the importance of having good data (ensuring
productivity and integration), but how can you reﬁne your data for Salesforce?
Cleansing your data as part of your Salesforce implementation checklist
doesn’t have to be diﬃcult. We’ll walk you through the basics so you can tidy
up the essential ﬁelds you’ll need to use Salesforce eﬀectively.

What does ‘good data’ look like?
Good data in Salesforce has three qualities:
Consistent: data follows standardised formats that are applied uniformly
across your organisation (for example, all_ﬁle_names_have_underscores_like_this).
Complete: data values aren’t corrupted, missing or abbreviated.
Concise: there are no duplicate records, so storage, analysis and transfer
processes remain eﬃcient.
With this in mind, it’s time to develop a data management plan so you can
cleanse the data within your business and set up your Salesforce software.

Developing a data management plan
A standard data management plan looks something like the table below. You
may already have some form of data standardisation in your business
already. If this is the case, simply expand your existing rules to include the
following domains:

Implementing your data management plan
You have two options when implementing your new data management plan:
automate it using Salesforce or index it yourself manually.
You (or your team) can manually correct your data if you’re not particularly
conﬁdent with a tech-based solution. But it’s a tedious and error-prone
process. If you’re looking for a more eﬀective solution, Salesforce can do it for
you.
By setting up some validation and ﬂow rules, you can automate much of the
process and take care of the remaining results Salesforce can’t handle
directly.

Want help managing your data?
Salesforce has courses on data quality and data management to help you
learn more about the standards and skills needed to manage your data.
If you want more of a technical walk-through, there’s also a more detailed
guide on importing data into Salesforce available.

7) Onboarding staﬀ
So far, we’ve gone into lots of detail about business objectives, data, software
and success criteria - but what about talent? Strategic transitions and digital
transformations still have people at the heart of them.
This begs the question: how can you invite your team to join the new digital
direction and ensure a successful software launch? We’ve outlined two key
tactics below.

Ensuring project governance

the project’s lifespan. Governance roles will likely be held by majority
shareholders, directors and upper management.
Project managers, coordinating logistics and updates for senior stakeholders.
Managerial roles will be held by experienced professionals and department
leads.
System administrators, setting up and managing your system - especially
post-launch. Admin roles may require some technical expertise.
End-users, providing feedback as the system develops and developing their
skills to use Salesforce eﬀectively for customers. Such roles will be held by the
majority of your staﬀ and can help inform your platform customisations.
External consultants, advising your Salesforce implementation and
optimisation. Salesforce experts like makepositive can help you shorten your
implementation and provide enduring value during your digital
transformation.
If you manage a small team, you may ﬁnd yourself wearing more than one
hat throughout the process. Regardless of how big your organisation is,
maintaining a strong consumer focus will help you build a seamless platform
for staﬀ and customers alike.

Developing digital skills
Salesforce is a highly intuitive platform but if your staﬀ need an extra hand
learning the new features, where can they develop their skills in time for the
software launch?
First and foremost, Trailhead.com is Salesforce’s free online learning platform.
Trailhead has a wide variety of single modules and guided courses available,
covering everything from simple features to in-depth platform knowledge.
You can enrol staﬀ to familiarise themselves with the basics and let others
master their new platform.

Any operational change needs good governance. That’s why you must allocate
clear roles and responsibilities to ensure your Salesforce rollout is timely and
eﬃcient. We recommend creating the following roles and remits during the
project:

Some staﬀ (whether of their own volition or because they were appointed
such) may become power-users or system admins. In time, they will hone a
rich knowledge base and can assist others with the learning process.

Senior stakeholders, overseeing governance and resource allocation across

Additionally, you can keep up to date with the latest Salesforce features by

consulting the Salesforce Resources page and expert Salesforce partners.

Maximise your Salesforce potential with makepositive

8) Using customer feedback

makepositive is a Platinum Salesforce implementation partner with nearly 20
years of experience. We’ve worked with organisations of all sizes and sectors,
introducing them to our Salesforce insight and helping unlock hidden growth
opportunities.

The ﬁnal piece of advice in our Salesforce implementation checklist is
leveraging customer feedback. As an external party, your customers should
bring an air of objectivity over what you’ve achieved and highlight issues to
work on.
Once your new platform is live, collect customer opinions and survey data on
whether they feel like their experience is improving. Small missteps in your
Salesforce implementation like under-trained staﬀ or poor data optimisation
will be reﬂected in your customers’ experience.

Some cost-eﬀect customer feedback solutions include:
Website chat logs.
Social media and Trustpilot reviews.
Email and post-purchase survey prompts.
Behavioural data like page bounce and cart abandonment rates.
Crucially, you can compare your external customer feedback against your
internal KPI measurements and identify areas for improvement.

Implement the full power of Salesforce
Introducing Salesforce solutions may seem daunting at ﬁrst. With so much on
oﬀer, it’s easy to neglect the initial business goal you were trying to achieve.
Navigating all of Salesforce’s requirements, features and pricing structures
can seem complex. Coupled with the planning and hurdles needed to
implement Salesforce in a timely fashion, and it’s understandable that
prospective users feel overwhelmed.
Fortunately, between the implementation checklist we’ve provided and the
Salesforce resources we’ve linked above, you can implement the full power
of Salesforce in your organisation. By focusing on integrated, scalable
solutions, you can deliver an impactful customer experience and
revolutionise the way your business works into the future.

With over 180 Salesforce experts on hand and more than 1,500 successful
projects to date, customer success is our priority. We have a range of
award-winning services to help you identify gaps in your planned Salesforce
implementation and take advantage of the full potential your business holds.
Whether you need an initial blueprint to help align your goals and tech needs,
a health check to diagnose pressing organisational issues or an update on the
latest Salesforce best practises, we can help.
Implement Salesforce with our expert insight and support by getting in touch
with us at info@makepositive.com today.

